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Publisher’s Note
Welcome to ion Oklahoma magazine, one of Oklahoma’s fastest growing online

“Like” us on facebook
facebook.com/pages/
IonOklahoma-Online

follow us on twitter
@IonOklahoma

digital lifestyle magazines and news-entertainment websites. We are all about
showcasing the best the State of Oklahoma has to offer in terms of a quality
lifestyle.
Are you one of those people who receive the majority of your news information
everyday over the internet? If so, you will want to bookmark our magazine’s website
www.ionok.com and enjoy more of our expanded Oklahoma lifestyle editorial content.
When you visit www.ionok.com you can view our weekly special editions: Eye On
The Weekend, Eye On The Movies, and Bon Appetite Oklahoma that we email both
weekly or twice months to our ion subscribers.
Also when you visit our website you can view the photo galleries and several
hundred photos from social events. Many ion subscribers enjoy looking through the
photo gallery events and download FREE any of the images they like or pre-post on
Facebook, Twitter, etc.
www.ionok.com/photogalleries/
We also post short videos from events under the name “ Video Diaries” on our
website for our subscribers to view and post on many of their own social media
websites.
www.ionok.com/videodiaries/
Every other month we strive to provide you with a variety of interesting editorial
content: feature stories, proﬁles of our state and city business leaders, photo
coverage of social events, review of movies, music, and restaurants. Please let us
know if you have any feature story ideas we should publish either in one of our
printed editions or the website.

Sincerely,
Don Swift
Publisher ion Oklahoma
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members mentor
OU student-athletes
High-heel group brainchild of Sherri Coale
BY SANDI DAVIS

NORMAN — All athletes at the University of Oklahoma
depend on coaches to help them be the best in their sport.
The coaches have assistants and many sports have managers
and trainers who also assist the OU athletes excel.

Coach Coale’s heels.

One team has a special group of people who mentor the OU studentathletes, preparing them for life after graduation, and it’s the brainchild of a
well-known coach.
Sherri Coale, head coach of the OU women’s basketball team, realized
female players needed role models and created the Sooner Stilettos in 2003
to involve community leaders with her team, surrounding her program.
The group, named after Coale’s penchant for wearing high-heeled shoes
instead of the expected Nikes or Adidas, not only comes to the women’s
basketball games, they talk about the program in the communities where
they live.
“The Stilettos’ have proven to be a source of encouragement, strength and
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inspiration for our young women,” Coale said. “As our
program continues to evolve and excel, so must our
support systems. The Sooner Stilettos are posed for
record numbers of involvement and a depth of impact
unparalleled.”

Mary Blankenship Pointer, Sooner Stilettos president
and senior vice president of Republic Bank and Trust
in Norman, talked about the group’s activities.
“We support all women’s athletics at the University of
Oklahoma, but basketball is our main focus,” Pointer
said in a lunch interview. “We want to be mentors.”
Recently, the Stilettos went bowling with the young
players, giving them an opportunity to talk to
professional women about what they need to do to be a

Left, group picture of The Sooner Stilettos.

Left to right: Shaya Kellogg, Gioya Carter, a Sooner Stilettos mentor, and T’ona Edwards

“The Stilettos’ have proven to be
a source of encouragement,
strength and inspiration for our
young women.”
— Sherri Coale,
University of Oklahoma Women’s Basketball Coach

success in the business world when their athletic careers
are over.
They also work together volunteering at the Salvation
Army.
Pointer stressed the Stilettos are careful to keep the
rules the NCAA has set for any meetings of studentathletes and boosters. They do not spend any money on
the young women and meet them only in sanctioned
events.
In a role reversal, the athletes will teach Stiletto
members how to play basketball.
FEBRUARY/MARCH 2016 ionOklahoma 15

Cutline?
Top right, Crimson Connection
mentoring event in Norman.
Co-chair Lindy Ritz, OU student
athlete, Co-chair Beth Brown.
Right, Susy Calonkey, Judy Austin,
Karen Rieger, Beth Brown at
Downtown Mahogany event .

Mary Pointer, president of Sooner Stilettos

Pointer, who is of average height, laughs when she
recalls how excited the players are about this event,
which is scheduled for March.
The Stilettos are unique among college athletic
programs. The nearly 150 members meet regularly and
host all kinds of events, including pre- and post-game
get-togethers. Most either begin or end with a meetand-greet card exchange sessions where both members
and student-athletes can network while chatting about
career advice, internships and job opportunities.
They pay dues that go toward scholarships and their
events.
The Stilettos’ recently held “Making Crimson
Connections: From College to Career,” for student-
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athletes at the end of January.
Pointer is excited to talk about the Stilettos.
“I like that the youth today is 50 percent of our
population but 100 percent of our future” she said. “We
need to invest our time because they are the future of
our city, our state, our nation.”
“These are women who are successful and driven.
The pour zest into everything they do, passing on their
energy and passion and we feel it on the court,” Coale
said. “And as far as support, they turn out in droves to
support us, they really follow us.”
Pointer’s face lit up as she spoke about the help they
are able to give to student-athletes and wants everyone
to know membership is open to all, including men.

Members come from all levels of society, and include Oklahoma Supreme
Court Justice Yvonne Kauger and OU head football coach Bob Stoops.
Stilettos are not a requirement to join the organization. Pointer wore low heals
the day of the interview, and in her official portrait as president, she is wearing
hot pink athletic shoes.
Want to join Sooner Stilettos? Contact the OU Women’s Basketball Office at
(405) 325-8322 or the group’s Facebook page. n
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PEOPLE

Fine Wine
Joullian Vineyards still has Oklahoma connection
BY LINDA MILLER
Photos by Rocco Ceselin

A

n idea to establish a small
vineyard on Jane Hamm
Lerum’s mother’s ranch in
California turned into an
opportunity to purchase an existing
winery and vineyards, and to continue
an Oklahoma connection.
Last summer, Hamm Lerum and her husband
Tom bought Joullian Vineyards in Carmel Valley,
founded almost 35 years ago by Oklahoma City
families Ed Joullian and Richard L. “Dick” Sias.
Hamm Lerum, daughter of Harold and Sue Ann
Hamm, grew up in Enid and Oklahoma City. She
and her husband, an officer in the United States
Air Force, live in Los Angeles.
Buying a winery, even one that produced awardwinning wines, wasn’t on their radar at first. They
were just looking to enhance amenities on the
ranch, a favorite getaway when they wanted to
relax and escape the city.
“It was our oasis of sorts,” Hamm Lerum said.
Since they were novices about vineyards, they
enrolled in a certificate program at UCLA.
“We educated ourselves and then the more we
learned about wine and vineyards, we realized it
would be easier to purchase an existing winery and
vineyards than starting from scratch,” she said.
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Then they found out Joullian Vineyards was for
sale. Could it be a sign? She went to school with
the Joullian children. It was as if the stars aligned,
she said.
“I get to carry on the Oklahoma legacy and they
have some really good wine.”
Joullian Vineyards has a tradition of winning
awards and it’s continuing with the new owners.
Their Roger Rose Chardonnay and Semillon won
Best of Class 2016 in the San Francisco Chronicle
Wine Competition, one of the largest in America.
More than 7,000 entries vied for top honors.
It helps to have a talented, trusted and
experienced winemaker such as Ridge Watson who
has been with the vineyards from the beginning.
Hamm Lerum said he was trained in the Bordeaux
style and all of Joullian wines are Bordeaux. They
have a lot of complexities and are not as fruity as
Napa wines, she said.
From conception, the goal of Joullian Vineyards
was to produce estate-crafted wines with the
complexity, finesse and age ability characteristic of
the finest wines of the world. The plan was to
develop the special combination of land, vineyards
and facilities.
Planting emphasized Bordeaux varieties with
two-thirds of the vineyards committed to Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Sauvignon
Blanc and Semillon. Owner Sias personally planted

Tom and Jane Hamm Lerum at
the Joullian winery in California.

Joullian Vineyards’
Roger Rose Chardonnay
and Semillon won
Best of Class 2016
in the San Francisco
Chronicle Wine Competition,
one of the largest in America.

A sweeping view of the contoured Joullian vineyards.

The Joullian Vineyards Carmel Valley Village Tasting Room.

Carmel Valley’s first Zinfandel.
The remaining acreage, after originally being planted
to Chardonnay, was eventually planted to ensure more
complexity of wines and the winery, completed in 1991,
allowed the subtleties and nuances produced in the
field to be transferred into the bottle.
While the winery is remote, the tasting room is in the
heart of Carmel Valley Village in a building echoing the
style of an old-world Burgundian stone church. River
rock flanks the exterior. Inside, salvaged redwood was
transformed into exposed ceiling beams, paneling and
posts. A bar is made of textured cypress wood.
Since the couple lives in Los Angeles, a visit to their
vineyard means a 5 ½-hour drive or a costly plane ride.
They try to get there at least once a month, but they
know the operation is in good hands with a general
manager handling sales and day-do-day operations.
And Watson the winemaker lives on the property.
Joullian Vineyards has 10 employees.
Not everyone could handle taking on a new business
venture after being married less than a year. The couple
wed in October 2014. Hamm Lerum said her husband
likes to say he has two full-time jobs. When he’s not
20 ionOklahoma FEBRUARY/MARCH 2016

working for the Air Force, he works for Joullian. And on
weekends, both of them tend to vineyard business.
“It’s easy to be passionate about it … it’s not really
that difficult to put in the time for either of us,” she
said. “We’ve really been enjoying it and we have great
employees.”
As for the future, Hamm Lerum said they’re taking it
slow. They want to grow the wedding venue business
and their wine club membership. An expansion of the
vineyards may come later.
Hamm Lerum also hopes to get involved with giving
back to the community. Previous owners donated
thousands of cases of Joullian wine for galas and
benefits, especially in Oklahoma City.
Right now, the new owners are still learning the
business and concentrating on making great wine. It’s a
big undertaking for two 25-year-olds.
“I feel like we’re doing pretty well,” she said.
Plus, there’s that connection that drives her.
“I’m excited to be carrying on the Oklahoma legacy,”
she said. “It’s a pretty cool thing to be doing.” n

Tom and Jane Hamm Lerum walk through the vineyards.

Joullian wines.
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The Jurassic Park of Randal M. Dutra
Creating the Fantastic
BY M. J. VAN DEVENTER

R

andal M. Dutra is well known for his
portrayals of the landscape and wildlife
of the American West. Whether
portraying a grey fox moving stealthily
through the snow or a trumpeter swan gliding
gracefully toward his lifelong mate, there’s no
question that Dutra knows his wildlife. Dutra has
been participating in the National Cowboy
Museum’s “Prix de West” fine art invitational
since 2002.

What many people don’t know about Dutra is his stellar
achievements in the cinematic world of special effects —
including being a director of animation for some of the most
memorable achievements in ﬁlm.
He has created gremlins and dragons, sculpted aliens and
designed robots. But it is his realistic depictions of dinosaurs
in particular that continue to strike a chord with generations
of faithful ﬁlm fans, having been instrumental in the original
production of Jurassic Park and its sequel The Lost World.

Randal M. Dutra was the sole animator for the
Dinosaur Movement Bible, December 1991.

Dutra working on a dinosaur robotic animation, April 1992.

“Dinosaurs have always held a fascination for me. In fact,
they were my ﬁrst monomania from age three on,” Dutra
recalls. “I pored over every book in our local library on
dinosaurs. I was constantly drawing with Crayons, sculpting
with PlayDoh, and making mini-dioramas populated with
dinosaurs - complete with little scooped out areas for water
and my best try at palm trees.”
Dutra adds, “Around age four, my interest in dinosaurs
segued rather naturally into the world of monsters starting
with Universal Studios’ classic stable of creatures:
Frankenstein, Wolfman, Dracula, Mummy, Quasimodo,
Creature from the Black Lagoon and Phantom of the Opera.”
His school classmates and teachers were less than
enchanted with Dutra’s kindergarten show-and-tell of his
Aurora monster model treasures.
“I felt sorry these humans could not see the beauty in the
beasts,” he said.
Dutra’s introduction to the world of two-dimensional
animation began with making home-drawn ﬂipbooks, inspired
by the 1940 Disney ﬁlms, Fantasia and Pinocchio and the
1967 Disney classic, The Jungle Book.

“This eventually evolved into animating clay ﬁgures on our
living room table at the age of nine with my grandmother’s
wind up Bell and Howell 8mm camera,” Dutra recalled with a
smile.
In the early 1980s, Dutra began his 25-year career in the
ﬁlm industry. He worked on the original prequel trilogy, Star
Wars: Return of the Jedi, from 1981-1982. The ﬁlm won the
Academy Award Oscar for “best achievement in visual effects”
in 1983.
In 1987, Dutra was the master sculptor of Eborsisk, a twoheaded dragon, for Willow. The ﬁlm garnered an Academy
Award nomination for best achievement in visual effects in
1989.
Dutra’s ﬁlmography includes some of the most popular ﬁlms
of the 1980s and 1990s: Robocop I and II, The Golden Child,
One Hundred and One Dalmatians, Ghostbusters II, Honey, I
Shrunk the Kids, Tim Burton’s classic The Nightmare Before
Christmas and Coneheads, for which Dutra animated the
Garthok, a creature that does battle with Dan Ackroyd.
But it was his work on Jurassic Park, as senior
animator for Tippet Studio from 1991 to 1993, that was a
FEBRUARY/MARCH 2016 ion Oklahoma 23

T-Rex Animatic July-August 1992

turning point for both Dutra and the special effects industry.
By then, he was a veteran of the special effects business
and his credentials were well known as a key sculptor,
creature and concept designer, and key animator. Dutra’s work
on Jurassic Park contributed to the ﬁlm’s Academy Award win
for best achievement in visual effects in 1994.
Dutra explains the effects on Steven Spielberg’s Jurassic
Park was divided among three studios: George Lucas’
Industrial Light & Magic (ILM), Tippett Studio, and Stan
Winston’s Studio for physical dinosaur props and
animatronics.
“Phil Tippett had routinely entrusted me with key creative
tasks under his namesake studio banner for 10 years. So he
was well aware of my qualiﬁcations for such a demanding
project. Jurassic Park was a perfect ﬁt for me,” Dutra says. “I
was senior animator throughout the entire production for a
year and a half.”
In that key creative position, Dutra was the sole animator
for the Dinosaur Movement Bible, creating a series of stopmotion animation character and behavioral studies using
articulated models of the Velociraptor and Tyrannosaurus
Rex — walking, running, leaping, stalking and attacking.
Dutra vividly remembers, “This was the ﬁrst time anyone on
production had ever seen the Jurassic Park dinosaurs in free,

global movement, including Steven Spielberg himself. Until
that time it had all been static, beautifully rendered artwork.
The Movement Bible provided a tangible sense of the
behavioral possibilities of these unique creatures.”
He also helped create Jurassic Park’s “animatics,” a preproduction technique now commonly used by ﬁlmmakers. It
essentially is translating storyboards into motion.
For Jurassic Park’s 1997 sequel, Jurassic Park: The Lost
World, Spielberg hired Dutra as animation director, and again
on his War of the Worlds in 2004. Dutra was nominated for
Academy Award Oscars for both ﬁlms.
“I was in the middle of creating the ‘Dinosaur Movement
Bible’ and the animatics for Jurassic Park’s ‘Raptors in the
Kitchen’ sequence when the digital tsunami hit. It completely
upended the traditional paradigm of actively, physically
working with a hands-on animation model and replaced it
with sitting in a cubicle, staring at a monitor and using a
mouse and keyboard.
“It might as well have been an alien invasion. This
approach was so foreign to us. It was a pivotal time in
cinematic history that can be pinpointed to Jurassic Park. This
was pioneering work. Nothing was the same after that. A
whole new vocabulary and skill set had to be learned or you
would be relegated to the scrap heap,” Dutra remembers.
Dutra continued, “Being so intimately involved in Jurassic
Park from beginning to end allowed me to transition from the
traditional working tools of the artist, which had not changed
for centuries, to being catapulted into the digital age. It was
very clear this was no novelty; this was the future.
“Now computer generated images (CGI) are so
ubiquitous as to be utilized in practically every production
you can think of: science ﬁction/fantasy, action/adventure,
war themes and classic cinematic period pieces of literature.
No genre is immune or remains untouched by CGI.”
Today, it is his art studio in his home in Castro Valley, Calif.,
that beckons Dutra. This is where he creates landscapes and
wildlife scenes that beg his fans’ attention to look ever so
closely at animals in their natural environments.

“As a restless artist, the digital revolution
has allowed me to realize creatures,
monsters, dinosaurs, strange beings and
aliens of my imagination that otherwise
would have remained locked away in my
psyche,” Dutra said. “Now, I can share my
innermost artistic inspirations in such a way
as for them to be real, to exist for an
audience to thrill to. I can create whole,
living entities and environments that have
never been seen before, incorporate them
with humans and produce shared, emotional
experiences such as Jurassic Park.”
Dutra continues, “The art of animation
allows an artist to take his drawing or
sculpture and imbue it with movement, with
life ~ a performance, a personality. The
creative process does not necessarily have to
end with a traditionally ‘ﬁnished’ sculpture or
Dutra working with DID robotic skeleton, Dec 1992
painting. Now there is another level of
Below, Dutra in1995 Compy Sequence with animator Miguel Fuertes
creativity that can be applied.
“Ultimately, all of these disciplines that
initially may appear disconnected or separate in nature are, in those mediums,” he says.
Dutra adds, “With the best work I see being produced today,
reality, parts of a growing aggregate of integration
and what young people are creating with these sophisticated
strengthening the arts. Each medium plays its role in
new tools, the galaxy is the limit.”
advancing the future of art ~ digital technology is one of
Currently, Dutra is working on paintings that
will be featured in June at the National Cowboy
Western Heritage Museum’s “Prix de West
Invitational,” a feast of art featuring westerninspired people, places and animals.
When viewing Randal Dutra’s paintings, look
closely. You may just see a wolf lurking in a
snow-covered forest or a concealed mountain lion
ready to pounce on its prey.
Dutra’s time in the movie industry has imbued
his ﬁne art with a unique and genuine depth that
could only be the result of years of study and
discipline.
In Dutra’s own words, “There is so much in life
to celebrate, and I will continue to explore every
nook and cranny. When you are born with the
curiosity gene you have no choice!” n
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The Sooner Stilettos were the brainchild of
OU women’s basketball head coach Sherri
Coale and began in November 2003 to
involve female community and business
leaders with her team.

What does it mean to be a Sooner Stiletto:
• You receive the Sooner Stiletto newsletter with updates about
Sooner players and alumni and includes Coach Coale’s Corner.
• Attend exclusive Sooner Stiletto events throughout the year
with Stilettos, team and Coach Coale.
• Networking opportunities with other business women and
community leaders.
• Leaving a positive legacy for women today, tomorrow and
beyond through mentoring and career connections and
empowerment opportunities.
Coach Coale

• Providing programming support for our student athletes and
Sooner Stiletto members.
• Wear with pride a unique Sooner Stiletto pin, available only to
members.

Mary Pointer,
Sooner Stiletto President

TO JOIN, GO TO SOONERSTILETTOS.ORG,
KGAINES@OU.EDU OR CALL THE
OKLAHOMA WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
OFFICES AT 405-325-8322.

FASHION

SNEAK PEEK
at Spring fashion
BY LINDA MILLER
Photos provided

E

nough of the ice, snow, bone-chilling
temperatures and power outages. Let
the countdown begin. Some of us are
ready for spring.

It’s a little early to slip into sandals and
shorts, but there’s no harm in looking ahead
to warm, sun-ﬁlled days and a new season
of fashion offerings. ›

Right, Lafayette 148 cropped full pants from CK & Co.
Left, Lafayette 148 long collarless, sleeveless jacket with
top and pants from CK & Co.
Below, VC Signature “Tad” open-toe python mule from
Betsy King A Shoe Boutique.
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Clockwise from top left, Laurel white net top from r meyers;
Laurel embellished blouse and pleated skirt from r meyers;
Coral open shoulder blouse from Milo & Lily;
Laurel pink jumpsuit from r meyers.
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Some of the recurring themes at the spring fashion
shows in New York and the apparel market in Dallas were
mules; bare shoulders; new takes on the white shirt; bold
red and orange; powdery pastels; and sheath and slip
dresses.
Bare shoulders were everywhere, along with collarless
jackets; elongated vests; a hint of the ‘90s; Victorian
inﬂuences such as high collars, rufﬂes and puff sleeves;
paper bag waists; pleats; hoods; jumpsuits; and net, lace
and fringe details.
Here’s a peek at some of spring’s freshest fashion. n

Above, Lafayette 148 striped tunic dress from CK & Co.
Left, White embroidered blouse from Milo & Lily.
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FASHION
Style Setter Rocki Gorman
Queen of Glitz and Glamour
BY M. J. VAN DEVENTER
Photos: Terry Zinn, photographer

R

Rocki wearing some of
her hand-made jewelry.
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ocki Gorman might not have
become a distinguished jewelry
designer if her father hadn’t
been a rock hound.

He mined turquoise in Tonapah, Nev., and traded
his stones for handcrafted Indian jewelry at trading
posts in Winslow, Arizona and Gallup, New Mexico to
take back to his Indian jewelry boutique in Bayonne,
New Jersey.
“Bayonne,” Rocki laughs. “Of all places.”
By the time she was seven, she had fallen in love
with turquoise, this fabled stone that is so revered in
the Native American culture. Also at age seven, she
sold her ﬁrst necklace in her parent’s Bayonne shop.
“My parents sold from the front room of our house
from 1960 until they opened a retail location in
1970,” Rocki recalls.
Today, Rocki is known internationally for her
exquisite fashions and jewelry, which mixes turquoise,
coral and other stones with a variety of silver.
Her show-stopping, hand-crafted jewelry is
featured in the Museum Store at the National Cowboy
& Western Heritage Museum. She afﬁliated with the
museum store six years ago when two museum
representatives visited her fashion showroom in
Dallas and invited her to market her jewelry there.

Rocki Gorman showing several of her fashions.

Rocki notes, “As a kid, my parents and
I would stop at the National Cowboy
Museum when we were crossing the
country to trade my father’s turquoise
for jewelry. We traveled on Route 66 which wasn’t really much of a highway
then. We visited New Mexico, Arizona
and Nevada. Now that my jewelry is at
the Cowboy Museum, I feel like I’ve come
full circle.”
Born in Bayonne, Rocki learned much
about jewelry from her father.
“My love of stone cutting carved a
path for me,” she relates.
She also was intrigued by fashion and
by age eight, she was making vintage
tops from old Victorian-style blouses.
By the late 1970s, Indian jewelry was
becoming quite fashionable. Sales of
squash blossom necklaces featuring
silver and turquoise soared. The wealthy
Hunt Brothers of Dallas, Texas were
pushing silver and turquoise with great
zeal and success.
By 1976, turquoise was becoming so
popular the government imposed a rule
that turquoise jewelry had to be

stamped and signed to prove it was
American made.
At the same time, Rocki’s father was
selling silver boxes from Taxco, Mexico,
where silver – Mexico’s softer version –
is still readily available. By this time, he
had closed his Bayonne shop and was
selling his wares on the streets of New
York City.
“And so did my mother, who sold
jewelry at the corner of Astor Place and
Broadway in New York City,” Rocki notes,
during a recent interview in her large
studio gallery in downtown Santa Fe.
Both parents created together
fabulous wool ruanas (shawls) that were
sold to new boutiques in Atlantic City
and to the “Suzie Creamcheese” store in
Las Vegas.
It seems only natural that Rocki would
create a long-lasting career in the world
of high fashion jewelry and clothing that
has movie star glamour. Those forays to
the southwest introduced her to many
Navajo women and she noticed their
striking fashion and jewelry. “Those
trips were early inﬂuences on my

career,” she says.
She did waver a bit about a career
choice while attending the Tobe-Coburn
School of Design in New York.
“At that time, I thought I would be a
newscaster,” she said.
With her charm, wit and intellect, she
probably would have done a tremendous
job. But that would have deprived the
world of her stunning jewelry and
beautiful fashions.
“Jewelry was always my ﬁrst love,”
she says. “I began designing in 1963
and in the early years of my career I
created Swaroskii crystal jewelry and all
the stylists from the TV shows bought
my jewelry. Cher often wears one of my
famous ear wraps. I also made rubber
jewelry for Miss Jamaica for a segment
on the TV show, Miami Vice.”
From Bayonne, Rocki and her parents,
Fran and Peggy, migrated to Newton,
New Jersey, then Albuquerque and have
called Santa Fe home for almost 22
years. Her father died two years ago.
She loves the vibrancy and the blend
of cultures so prevalent in Santa Fe.
“One thing is certain, Santa Fe does
have its fair share of artists and
designer-owned galleries sprinkled
through Old Town and along Canyon
Road,” she notes.
Her ﬁrst gallery was on Galisteo
Street, only two blocks from the Santa Fe
Plaza.
“I was happy there,” Rocki notes. “I
had 500 square feet of space, housing
3,200 pieces of jewelry.”
Peggy, now 87, had heard about a
larger 3,000 square foot gallery space
buttressing the historic LaFonda Hotel,
the oldest hotel in America, having been
built in the mid-1600s. Rocki recalls, “I
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said, ‘it’s too big.’ Mom said, ‘Let’s look at it.’”
They moved.
Their current gallery is half a block from the La Fonda side
entrance and only a block from the Plaza. Located in a high
foot trafﬁc area, Rocki displays hot fashion items outside the
front door on a Native American style-ladder. Some markets
might call these wares “the catch of the day,” proving Rocki is
not only a talented designer, but a superb marketer.
Her business is considered a part of the La Fonda Hotel empire.
The hotel overlooks the fabled Plaza, which most residents and
visitors consider the cultural heartbeat of Santa Fe.
This is where festivals occur, where people meet in the town
plaza to visit, plan their day, talk business, or watch tourists
while they sit on a bench and have lunch from any of the
many plaza area restaurants. The Plaza, like any early-day

Peggy Gorman, Rocki’s mother,
seated like a queen, in the
Rocki Gorman gallery.
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town square, is ringed on all sides by a shopper’s nirvana.
Shopping in Santa Fe is both a pastime and a passion.
Rocki’s mother is a major player in her daughter’s Santa Fe
shop. A beautiful lady with stunning white hair, she is always
dressed elegantly. She has a regal demeanor, mixes
beautifully with the customers and can ﬁgure sales tax in her
head, sans computer.
“My mother is the greeter and the bookkeeper,” Rocki notes.
“She’s a hard core family business woman. She can’t retire.
And no, neither of us are related to the famous New Mexico
artist R. C. Gorman.”
Sitting in a relaxing back room nook for our interview, it’s
impossible not to peruse the furnishings. Some of the
furniture was designed by Mary Colter, an early day architect,
designer and contemporary of Frank Lloyd Wright’s. She was
best known for Lookout Studio, a building she designed along
the south rim of the Grand Canyon and Hopi House, also in
Arizona. Colter also designed a blanket chest featuring a
tongue and groove design, which Rocki uses to store Native
American blankets.
Rocki says, “Where we are sitting was the dorm where the
Harvey Girls lived in 1927. Harvey Girls were adventurous
young women who went west to be hostesses at Fred Harvey’s
restaurants, which attracted train travelers to the West.
“A phone booth in a tiny hallway connected the Harvey Girls
dorm to the La Fonda Hotel,” Rocki says. “You know, this room
is haunted.” She recounts several incidents that pointed to
proof of what she considers fact, not gossip or New Mexico
legend.
One pertains to a pioneer woman judge with three children,
who was shot in the room where we were sitting. “Fred Harvey
slept in one of the back rooms here. We just cohabit here with
all the ghosts,” Rocki smiles.
Rocki’s business has grown steadily since she moved to
Santa Fe. Her shop is well known nationally for the beautiful
jewel encrusted blouses, ﬂowing velvet skirts and stunning
jeweled dresses and jackets she designs. Her jewelry is the
star of her gallery, which is more like a salon where beautiful
people come to see her jewelry and fashion and to be seen
themselves.
She is known both for her turquoise creations, as well as her
work with silver, including German silver, “which has more nickel
than silver,” she says, and green silver, “which is silver recycled
from fashions or other items used in the movie industry.”

She is also very cautious about the
materials she uses. She will not use
silver beads that have cadmium or lead
silver. “I want to help keep the
environment clean,” she says.
To her, western fashion and its jewelry
companions are a truly American staple
that mixes fringe, leather, suede, velvet
and satin with turquoise, silver and
other colorful gems for an elegant,
distinctive look that epitomizes
Hollywood and western style glamour.
Her clientele is legendary: movie and
television, western and country music
stars, international celebrities,
European royalty, the elite of Santa’s
Fe’s society and such people as actor
Robert Redford’s wife, who likes to wear
a simple black dress accented with lots
of turquoise.
For the past 21 years, she has sold her
fashions and jewelry at the National
Finals Rodeo in Las Vegas, attracting a
select breed of customers who love
wearing attention- getting jewelry and
fashion.
Rocki calls her gallery “a jewel box
ﬁled with unusual one-of-a-kind
creations, as well my ‘usual suspects’ of
hand-crafted American made jewelry.”
Her vibrantly colored combinations in
sparkling hues have put her at the
forefront of Southwestern jewelry. She
also helps support artisans who are
continuing the heritage of silversmithing, while keeping designs modern
and fun.
The gallery is like an upscale,
cosmopolitan boutique. Because it is
housed in an old, historic building, its
small rooms are like treasure troves.
They bulge with exquisite fashions in
velvets, silks and satins and so much
glittering jewelry you need your

Rocki Gorman and M. J. Van Deventer, in her gallery.

sunglasses to shop. It’s a gallery ﬁlled
with glitz, glamour and gorgeous jewels.
Rocki hopes visitors to her gallery will
ﬁnd shopping there an exciting and
pleasurable experience. She loves to see
her clients enjoying – relishing – their
shopping experience. The day I visited,
with photographer Terry Zinn, beautifully
attired models were getting ready for a
magazine photo shoot. The atmosphere
was lively and festive.
And yes, I succumbed to the “catch of
the day,” a multi-color string of felt
poppies, which I have worn as a scarf
and also used as a table runner for a
holiday dinner party.
The future for Rocki Gorman’s creations
looks bright.
She peers into her crystal ball from
two perspectives. One is health, the
other is business. She miraculously

survived a rare form of cancer ~ stage
3c primary peritoneal in July 2011. “I am
one of only seven percent diagnosed in
the world to do so,” Rocki says, “and I
feel lucky to be called ‘a survivor.’ ”
As for predicting her business future,
she laughs. “I’d love to have a shop in
Austin, too. It’s so quirky and odd I can
just hear them calling my name.”
It’s doubtful though she would ever
leave Santa Fe. “It’s a soulful
place,” she says. “There is something
magical about Santa Fe. Maybe it’s the
mountains that surround the city or the
scents that ﬂow through the air at any
given season. In order for me to survive
the cancer, I had to live in a magical
place like Santa Fe.” n
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TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY for the
WINTER WORKOUTS
BY ROBIN COON

D

uring the winter months, working out is that much
harder. It is also often the time when people
decide to make a change and start working out for
the first time. Many Oklahomans are already in the
thick of their training programs for the Oklahoma City
Memorial Marathon or the Redbud Classic.
When the wind is blowing, pushing the temperature in the low 20s, not too
many people are very excited to go outside or go to the gym. That’s where
some technological assistance comes in handy and can help keep up
motivation for outdoor workouts and your New Year’s resolution.
When you go to the gym or are out on a run, it’s always easier to be handsfree. With the Moto 360 watch, there is no need to carry a phone around
since updates, notiﬁcations and texts can all go to the watch, leaving your
hands free to do dumbbell curls or push-ups. You don’t have to miss the
latest Facebook notiﬁcations or news updates just because you are at the
gym or out on a run. The watch also comes in unique designs and colors for
men and women.
Staying cooped up inside can deter even the
most avid exercise enthusiast. When one more
mile on the treadmill or stationary bike seems
unbearable, it’s time to switch it up. Invite
friends over for an aerobic workout or a dance
off. Supply the beats on a Bose Bluetooth
speaker and take it to any room of the house or gym.
With such clear sound, Bose speakers are also be great for a
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CrossFit gym. Different types of training are important
especially when doing monotonous running routines, and it
can be more fun with a group of people.
Who says exercise can’t be fun? With a Fitbit, competing
against friends and family to achieve the highest amount of
steps makes exercise a game. This easy-to-wear wristband
will help keep track of calories burned and distance covered.
It can be discouraging when you think you aren’t making
progress, but a Fitbit keeps track of how far you have come.
Available in multiple colors, the Fitbit is a valuable edition to
a daily exercise regime.
Whether it is lifting weights or doing burpee repeats, device
cords can be annoying. Forego cords with Powerbeats In-Ear
Wireless headphones with a range up to 30 feet from a paired
Bluetooth device. No need to mess with an armband over
winter workout clothes or strategic placement on weightlifting
or cardio machines. Gym life is so much easier without having
to deal with headphone cords.

Powerbeats In-Ear Wireless headphones

Winter doesn’t have to put a damper on exercise endeavors.
With a little help from technology, New Year’s resolutions can
be achieved and surpassed. You don’t have to get stuck in a
rut doing the same things, and technology can help encourage
you by showing all the progress you have made. Both the
Oklahoma City Memorial Marathon and the Redbud Classic
are in April, so there is still time to start training. Don’t let
winter weather become a hindrance to your training routine. n
Robin Coon is an Oklahoma Verizon technology expert.

Fitbit flex
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COMMUNITY
‘An Evening with Kelli O’Hara’
to benefit OCU’s Meyers Theater
for Young Audiences
Original plays would teach children about
American history, former presidents
BY SANDI DAVIS

Kelli O’Hara (center) and company in a scene from Lincoln Center Theater’s production of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s THE KING AND I, directed by
Bartlett Sher at the Vivian Beaumont Theater. Photo Credit: Paul Kolnik

J

oin Oklahoma native, Tony-award winning actress and
Broadway.com’s Star of the Year for 2015 at “An
Evening with Kelli O’Hara,” beginning at 5:30 p.m. Feb.
29 at the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Center.

The gala will benefit the Meyers Theater for Young Audiences in partnership
with Oklahoma City University.
The Meyers Theater for Young Audiences is the brainchild of Sandy and
Stewart Meyers. They want to create a place where performances are aimed at
teaching children American history, something that many schools don’t
emphasize any more.
President George W. Bush appointed Sandy Meyer to the President’s
Advisory Committee on the Arts 11 years ago. She had the opportunity to work
with the Kennedy Center’s Touring Theater for Young Audiences.
“I had never done anything like this before,” Sandy Meyers said in a recent
interview in a Nichols Hills coffee shop. “It was gratifying to work with one of
the best theaters in the country.”
The Kennedy Center group would do projects like a retooling of “Willie
Wonka and the Chocolate Factory” aimed at children. The troupe had to be
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Stewart and Sandy Meyers,
founders of The Meyers
Theater for Young Audiences

small enough to travel the country in a van and toured
the U.S. to expose children to theater.
The Kennedy Center troupe visited Oklahoma City
three times, at theaters at Bishop McGuinness High
School, Putnam City North High School and the final
year at Civic Center Music Hall in 2012.
“The budget was cut and the program stopped,”
Sandy Meyers said.
By this time, Sandy’s husband Stewart Meyers had
become interested in continuing the youth theater
program in Oklahoma, but with one big difference.
“We put a lot of thought into it,” Sandy Meyers said.
“We thought Oklahoma City University was the perfect
spot for a children’s theater.”
OCU and the Meyers have worked together to bring
live theater to Oklahoma City area students. The couple
decided to do a gala to raise enough money for an
endowment for a real children’s theater at OCU.
“We want the theatrical department to write original
scripts and then perform them for school children in
grades 1-5,” Sandy Meyers said. “We want the scripts
to be about the Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, as well as
outstanding Americans, presidents, great men, things
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like that.”
Meyers said since civics isn’t taught in schools
anymore, these plays will teach as well as entertain.
“Laura Bush wanted plays written about our early
presidents – Washington, Jefferson, even Teddy
Roosevelt,” Sandy Meyers said. “The Roosevelt play is
based on a book written by former Oklahoma Gov.
Frank Keating.”
“It’s wonderful to watch children come to life as they
watch actors perform these plays and we felt doing it at
OCU would be very rewarding.”
Eventually, Meyers would like to see troupes from
OCU travel statewide to present original, historical
plays and eventually have the program be selfsustaining.
The Meyers would love to have a theater especially
for children at OCU with seating for about 1,000.
So, they hope the gala will be well supported and well
attended.
“We started planning, and OCU got Kelli O’Hara to
perform. She was happy to do it to help have a
children’s theater in Oklahoma,” Sandy Meyers said.
O’Hara got her vocal training from the legendary
voice teacher Florence Birdwell. She has done off-

Broadway and Broadway plays and been
nominated for Tonys, Drama Desk Awards,
Outer Critics Circle, Drama League and
Astaire Awards, but her take on Anna
Leonowens in the reboot of “The King and I”
got her a Tony award last year. Birdwell was in
the audience.
The gala begins with a reception and cash
bar at 5:30 p.m. followed by dinner with wine
at 6:30 p.m.
O’Hara performs following dinner.
Tickets for “An Evening with Kelli O’Hara”
are $200 each. To purchase tickets or for more
information, visit www.okcu.edu/meyers or
call (405) 208-7000. n

Kelli O’Hara in a scene from Lincoln Center Theater’s
production of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s THE KING AND I,
directed by Bartlett Sher at the Vivian Beaumont Theater.
Photo Credit: Paul Kolnik
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TRAVEL
The Chickasaw White House, built in
1895 for Douglas H. Johnston and
his wife Bettie, has been restored
and is now a museum.

WHITE HOUSE

OF THE CHICKASAWS
This restored, stately home is now a museum
Steamboat Victorian with features of Queen Anne.
BY LINDA MILLER
Photos from Chickasaw Nation

J

ust off the main highway that runs through
the tiny town of Millburn stands a
wonderful and well-preserved piece of
Chickasaw and Oklahoma history.

From the outside, the white Victorian house framed with
towering crepe myrtles and a welcoming wrap-around veranda
gives little indication to its signiﬁcance.
Known as the Chickasaw White House, it was built in1895 for
Douglas Hancock Johnston and his wife Bettie. Both were
educators; he was superintendent of Bloomﬁeld Academy for
girls in Ardmore.
The parlor has high ceilings, stately wallpaper and original furnishings.
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Left, an original ornate bed is the showpiece in
the Johnston’s bedroom.
Below, a well-equipped kitchen had amenities
not common in the late 1890s.

When Johnston became governor of
the Chickasaw Nation, the family
residence doubled as a place for ofﬁcial
business, political activity and meetings
with tribal leaders and ofﬁcials in
Indian Territory and later the state. The
home also became the social setting for
luncheons, afternoon tea parties,
weddings and lavish parties.
William “Alfalfa Bill” Murray, who
would become the ninth governor of
Oklahoma, married Johnston’s niece,
Alice, in the parlor in 1898. Their son,
Johnston Murray, was born in the house
in 1902. That baby grew up to follow in
his father’s political footsteps as the
state’s 14th governor.
Bettie Johnston, known for her
beautiful gardens, named the threebedroom house Breezy Meadows, but
newspaper stories of the day referred to
it as the Chickasaw White House and it
stuck. It is listed as The White House of
the Chickasaws on the National Register
of Historic Places. While the house is
Victorian, it also has Queen Anne
features.
As it no doubt did in the early 20th
century, the restored house impresses

immediately upon stepping into the
parlor with its 14-foot ceilings, large
windows, stately wallpaper and ornate
furnishings.
A settee given to the Johnstons as a
wedding gift takes a place of
prominence in the parlor, much like it
might have more than 100 years ago.
Many important documents were signed
on the oak library table. A hall tree is
original to the house, too.
Many of the furnishings throughout
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the house are made of tiger wood, an
exotic wood not often used these days.
About 85 percent of the furnishings and
appointments, including mantels, are
original. That’s a staggering percentage
considering the family moved in nine
years before statehood.
From the parlor, massive pocket doors
open into another room where a rare
square baby grand, sometimes called a
cofﬁn piano, is showcased. Music was
important to the family and they were
one of the ﬁrst in the area to own a
gramophone. It wasn’t unusual for the
furniture to be pushed against the wall
and carpets rolled up so guests could
dance.
They might have even spilled over into
the dining room where visitors can see
Julia Chisholm’s hand-painted china,
candlesticks and urn. Chisholm was one
of four girls at the academy in Ardmore

Two of three large crepe
myrtles frame the front of
the Chickasaw White House
near Millburn.

who came to live with the Johnstons after the school burned.
Bettie Johnston saw such potential and qualities in the girls
that she wanted to make sure they continued their education.
Chisholm, the great-granddaughter of Jesse Chisholm, a
trader and interpreter who marked the trail that would be
named for him, became a nationally recognized artist. Her
paintings hang throughout the house.
Like other rooms, the kitchen reﬂects the family’s wealth
with a wooden ice box, a pie safe, matching corner cabinets, a
dry sink, stove with a water reservoir and a hot water tank,
amenities not common in the late 1890s in Indian Territory.
The family also enjoyed a claw foot bathtub, ﬂush toilet and
an early-day washing machine. Water was provided from three
sources, including a windmill and water storage tank.
Bettie Johnston’s mother, a granddaughter of Chief
Tishomingo, slept in the East bedroom. The ﬁreplace mantle
and most of the pieces on display are original.
Off the bedroom is a smaller room with its own entrance
that served as the governor’s ofﬁce. It’s ﬁlled with books,
trunks, a large desk and his wife’s secretary.
The couple’s bedroom is on the West side of the breezeway.
It’s the only room with a closet plus a small nursery for their
four children. A beautiful, ornate bed is the showpiece in the
bedroom. Murray, the future governor, was born in that bed. A
few of the Johnston children’s favorite toys and a much-used
rocking horse are in the nursery, along with a metal-framed
crib that converted to a toddler bed.
Much of the history reﬂected is from 1898, when the family
moved in, to 1939 when the governor died. Only family

members ever lived in the house, and the last moved out in
1971. Many furnishings remained in the house though some
were stored at the Oklahoma Historical Society. Caretakers
tried to keep a watchful eye on everything but years of neglect
showed. In 1998, the Chickasaw Nation purchased the
property and started working on plans to rejuvenate the
historic home.
Restoration was extensive because the house had to be
dismantled board by board. Everything that could be salvaged
was while pieces damaged beyond repair became patterns for
new copies.
Attention to detail was imperative. The pie safe and dry sink
in the kitchen had to be replaced so mirror copies were built
exactly as they would have been more than a century ago,
complete with dove tail joints.
The mansion paper in the parlor took ﬁve years to perfect
because it was hand-blocked in layers like the original.
While the house needed several years of attention to be
brought back to life, three large crepe myrtles in the front yard
continued to grow and bloom, withstanding 118 years of
freezing temperatures and blistering summers. Bettie
Johnston planted them when she moved into the house.
As the crepe myrtles may have done in the early 1900s, today
they sway in the wind and seem to motion visitors to step
inside, to get to know the Johnston family, how they lived and
their importance to both Chickasaw and Oklahoma history.
The Chickasaw White House is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday through Saturday. For more information, call
(580) 235-7343. n
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PEOPLE
Penny postcards and Three Cent Stamps:

The

Lost Art

of Letter Writing

BY MINDY RAGAN WOOD

I

n the age of hyper-communication via text
messages and emails, handwritten sentiments
and long, cozy letters are almost non-existent.
According to the United States Postal Service,
first-class mailings have dropped 50 percent in the
last decade.
Maybe the scarcity of these documents makes the occasional
letter that much more special to those who are lucky enough to
receive one in the mail. IonOK.com met with a group of women
who cherish letters they say still brings them joy today.

March is National Card and Letter Writing Month.
Mattie Morgan Saunders, Flora McKee, and Delores Wilsie
shared their stories regarding their special memories penned
thoughtfully by friends and loved ones.
Saunders was Prague’s ﬁrst female mayor between 1960
and 1964 and an advocate for women’s rights. Her letters
were from several dignitaries including two Oklahoma
governors, David Boren and Henry Bellmon, former First
Lady Betty Ford, and even a letter from the White
House in 1975. Among her treasured letters are also
those from her daughters-in-law.
“In the 50s, 60s, and 70s hand writing letters was
the thing. We had typewriters but I loved letters and I
loved writing long letters. My daughters-in-law would
send me a letter when they had their babies and they
wrote them because they knew I appreciated them. I
recently found them and sent the letters to them. They
told me they were really glad to get them because they
remembered this or that, something they’d mentioned and
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Mattie Saunders, above,
Delores Wilsie, left.

forgotten,” said Saunders.
Letters from the war are especially treasured. Sandra Wilkins,
a historical ﬁction author in Meeker, said she cherishes a love
letter her grandfather had written her grandmother. He was
stationed “somewhere in England” at the time of its writing.
Dated May 19, 1944, its time-worn pages and faded ink recite to
a girl back home how much she is loved and missed. r
“As I sit here now looking at your picture while I write this letter,
I can’t see how I was ever lucky enough to get a sweet girl like you.
Sweetheart, I love you so much. You get more beautiful every day.
Darling I can’t hardly wait to be together again. Pictures make me
homesick but I love to get them. I wish we had a baby…but with this
war on, one can’t tell what will happen. I guess we will have to wait
until this war is over,” the grandfather wrote.
Wilkins said, “The letter is special to me because although he could
joke around, he was a fairly quiet person. It was amazing to see him
express his feelings for her in the letters—and to know they had an
enduring love. I do like writing handwritten notes and cards. I might not
do it as much as I’d like, but I enjoy doing it. It seems like a more
personal way to express yourself.”
Letters during World War II were the only way to
communicate with “the boys” overseas. Saunders
remembered just how important they were as she had
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Flora McKee.

brothers in the service. “My mother would just pace the ﬂoor
and the ﬁrst thing you knew, she was gone. She would walk
ﬁve miles to town to the post ofﬁce. She thought she could get
the letters faster if she went to the post ofﬁce before they were
delivered to the mailbox. We received a telegram once, and the
family’s faces just fell. Usually that meant someone died, but
it was a Merry Christmas message.”
Saunders, Wilsie and McKee all remembered in those days
the post ofﬁce delivered on Sundays and holidays because
they knew how important it was to hear from loved ones in the
ﬁght for freedom.
McKee, age 98, had two brothers in the service during WWII.
“I came from an era where we did a lot of letter writing,
especially during the war. Some of the letters had black
places marked out, censored what they had written. I still
have some of them. I can remember penny postcards and
three cent stamps,” she smiled.
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Saunders remembered a letter her grandfather received with
black pencil marks on it, resembling a smoke screen all
around the letter. “He knew when he saw it that his sister had
died before he opened it. Back then if you got a letter with
black on it, it meant bad news.”
Rarely do they receive letters now, but when they do it’s a
treat. Wilsie received a letter from a former student, an all
grown second-grader who appeared with his son in a band.
She wrote him when she saw the picture in the paper telling
him how proud she was of him. “He wrote me back the
sweetest letter, how much it meant to him and the difference
our family made on his life,” she said.
If the thought of expressing an entire page of words seems
daunting, there are articles online and even a book, “How to
Write Heartfelt Letters to Treasure” is available on
Amazon.com. n

COMMUNITY

Allied Arts launches Campaign
2016 GOAL: $3.25 Million

was founded in 1971 and
the first annual fundraising
campaign was held then with leadership from local businessman
Ron Powers. Since 1971 the organization has raised more than
$57 Million to advance the arts in central Oklahoma. Allied Arts
is recognized nationally as a four-star charity, the highest rating
awarded by Charity Navigator.
Now in its 45th year of supporting many of the cultural art organizations located in
central Oklahoma, Allied Arts recently launched their annual fundraising campaign
and $3.25 million goal for 2016.
The funds raised by Allied Arts from the campaign will go to help more than 26
member agencies.
In January, more than 275 volunteers and supporters of Allied Arts met at the
National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum to kick off their annual campaign.
In 2016, the campaign’s reach will extend beyond the approved 26 member
agencies to 20 additional non-profit organizations through grants awarded to
qualified non-profit agencies. Campaign funds are utilized as grants to offset
operating costs, underwrite productions, performances, and exhibits; create new
programming; foster educational opportunities for underserved sectors of the
population, particularly at-risk youth.
ALLIED ARTS OFFERS TO VOLUNTEERS numerous ways to participate in the
campaign. Individuals who donate $50 or more receive an OKCITY CARD, a
premier entertainment discount card offering year round savings at more than 400
arts events and activities, local stores and restaurants. Companies can make
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Above: Peter Vitali, Donna Nelson, Cathy Costello, Bob Anthony and
Nancy Anthony at the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum.
Right top: Shirley and Ben Shanker are annual attendees at the kickoff.
Right middle: Karen Delaney, Joan Maguire and Michael Laird.
Right bottom: 2016 Campaign Co-chairs Karen Delaney and
Michael Laird.

organizational gifts and host employee giving
campaigns.
Those donating $1,000 or more will receive a
membership to the Circle Club, the Allied Arts Patron
Group and individuals donating $1,500 or more will
receive an invitation to a special event honoring Joan
Maguire, which will be held March 3 at the Clark
Building.
The 2016 annual fundraising campaign is an
opportunity to honor individuals for their philanthropic
leadership and contributions to the local community.
McGuire will be the 2016 Honorary Chair and has a
long history with Allied Arts since 2005. McGuire has
contributed her time and expertise over the years to
several arts organizations.
Karen Delaney and Michael Laird are the 2016
campaign chairs who will lead more than 275
volunteers to hit their $3.25 Million goal by May.

“We realize that it may be more difficult this year
than in any of the preceding 44 years in Allied Arts
history, said Delaney. “We plan to communicate that art
is for everyone: that art is a necessity: and that art
deserves a full scale, community -wide support.”
For more information or to contribute, visit
www.alliedartsokc.com or call 405.278.8944. Donations
are tax-deductible and accepted anytime. n
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BOOK BUZZ:

Oklahoma Proud
by Lucie Smoker
With a passion for family, for justice and adventure, Oklahoma novels give the
two coasts a run for their money. You might ﬁnd that these books share an outlook and a cultural
independence that is unique to our state.

EMOTIONAL THRILLER:
The Sad Girl by Oklahoma author Bob Mueller
Parolee Danny Cumberland just found out he has a daughter from his ‘70’s
ﬂing. Except his daughter was murdered—or was she? As he reviews the
evidence, Danny ﬁnds that the DNA didn’t match and he begins the hard
search for a girl he knows best by her sad eyes in a photo.
My grip tightened so much on the phone I thought I would break it.
I bet there’s going be a lot of times like this over the next few
months. “Doctor, it would mean an awful lot to me if we could meet sometime. You seem to
be the only people I can reach who knew my daughter, and...” I couldn’t find the words to
continue. How do you beg someone you don’t know to help you learn about your dead
daughter? Tears flowed down my cheeks.
This book has heart. It will pull you through every emotion as Danny leads us down the dark path to
ﬁnd his daughter. Recommended as a slow-burning thriller.
HISTORICAL FICTION:

All Men Fear Me by Oklahoma native, Donis Casey
As a ﬁrst draft lottery brings WW I to small-town Oklahoma, pro-war, antiimmigrant “patriots” and anti-conscription socialists turn family member
against family member. Alafair Tucker begins her day in solitude, feeding
breadcrumbs to the wild turkeys:
Alafair was not a fearful woman, but never before in her life had there
been so much to dread. For a woman whose entire experience of the
world extended from the western side of the Ozark Mountains of Arkansas to the middle of the
Southwestern desert, Europe was so far away that she had never imagined that the fire that
was raging there could ever burn her ... she kept reminding herself, as she scattered crumbs,
the United States was in it, now. She didn’t have the slightest idea what that would mean.
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Soon she and the rest of town face murder and espionage at the brickyard. While the historical
details and mystery are on-point, what kept me engrossed were the charm and warmth of Alafair’s
relationships with sons, brother and uncle.
MODERN CHINESE DRAMA:
Ruined City by Jia Pingwa
From University of Oklahoma Press, this lyrical novel centers on a famous novelist,
Zhuang Zhidie, and several overlapping couples and their relationships, reminding me
of Somerset Maugham’s The Razor’s Edge, but set in a fast-changing, corrupt modern
China. Zhidie uses his celebrity for favors and sexual fulﬁllment. My favorite character,
however, is a new writer he befriends, Meng Yunfang. Banned in China, this book is far
tamer than Fifty Shades. Recommended as high socio-political drama.
“A timely rain,” the old man said as he abandoned his cart and ran to the temple gate
where he stood under a flagpole to keep dry. Either because he was bored or because
his throat itched, he sang his doggerel at the top of his lungs.
He did not know that Abbot Zhixiang, who was sitting inside, heard him singing. Just inside the
temple gate stood an unusual rock, most of the time it was nothing special, just a rock, but in
inclement weather the graphic outline of a dragon appeared on it. With the rain still falling,
Abbot Zhixiang went out to look at the rock and listen to the words being sung, “... the officials
get rich, the vendors prosper, the poor move aside...” He looked up and saw seven crisscrossing
rainbows in the western sky.
POETRY:

Four Directions by Joseph Bruchac
I’ve been a fan of Bruchac since Thirteen Moons on a Turtle’s Back. This latest
collection from Oklahoma’s Mongrel Empire Press is no disappointment. With
deceptive simplicity, Bruchac moves our souls while passing down the traditional
wisdom of ages. Highly recommended.
from SEASON’S END
Late March has come, a new rain thrums
the canvas, makes the dark woods moist.
Mouths in marshes open in ancient chant.
My hands know it will not be long
before they spin the bow drill again...
Lucie Smoker is featured along with some of the world’s most prominent
poets in Veils, Halos and Shackles: International Poetry on the
Oppression and Empowerment of Women available April 8 worldwide. For
more on her words, visit https://luciesmoker.wordpress.com
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LOVE

Celebrate Valentine’s Day
with a visit to

OKLAHOMA’S WINE TRAILS
BY SANDI DAVIS

V

alentine’s Day, time for flowers,
chocolates, romantic cards and
dinner, same as last year and
the year before.

Yawn.
Want to go outside the candy box this year?
Take a trip on an Oklahoma Wine
Trail. Visit a few wineries, some in the
same city, some a few towns over.
Discover a few new wines for future
romantic dinners, and if you print out a
passport and visit every winery on your
particular trail you’ll get a wine charm from
that area, a lovely memento of a different
Valentine’s Day celebration.
Start by visiting www.oklahomawinetrails.com
and downloading the wine trail map and the
passport. The site also is full of tips of how to
talk about wine and how to sample it properly.
The closest trail to the metro is “Everything Is
Coming Up Roses” and includes “Strebel Creek
Vineyard,” “Clauren Ridge Vineyard and Winery,
“ “Urban Wineworks” and “Put a Cork in It
Winery.” All but “Clauren Ridge” are in
Oklahoma City. It’s in Edmond.
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Since this year, Valentine’s Day is on a Sunday and the next
day is President’s Day and a holiday for many, pick your trail,
ﬁnd a cozy Bed & Breakfast or hotel near it and make this a
truly memorable Valentine’s Day.
Still near the metro is the “All You Do is Wine” trail –
“Canadian River Winery” in Langston (open
Sundays by appointment), “Redbud Ridge
Vineyard and Winery” and “Native Spirits
Winery” both in Norman.
To collect your charms, present your
passport at each winery for a stamp.
When you complete a trail, revisit

www.oklahomawinetrails.com and ﬁll out the form there with
the unique winery codes, submit it and wait to get your charm
in the mail.
Trails cover the state, each with a clever
name and each with a unique wine charm.
With a bit of work, the charms could be
made into a bracelet, earrings or other
jewelry that would make this
Valentine’s Day one to remember.
Adding a few diamonds to any of
these pieces would make it
outstanding.
If wine charms don’t
interest you, the state is full of
wineries not on a trail. Many
welcome visitors, but a call or a quick
website check in advance is a smart move
because most wineries are closed on
Mondays.
Since Feb. 15 (Monday) is a
holiday, a call to any wineries
you’d like to visit may get you
an appointment to tour. n
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ART
JRB Art presents solo,
group exhibitions through Feb. 28
JRB Art at The Elms presents works by Grace Grothaus Grimm in a solo show
titled “Sunlit” alongside the group show “Brilliant: The Light Show.”
The exhibitions continue through Sunday,
February 28.
Featured artists include Brett Weston, RC
Morrison, JP Morrison, John Seward, Melanie
Seward, Amy Rockett-Todd, Steffanie Halley, Derek
Fitzpatrick, Beatriz Mayorca, Barry Snidow, Andy
Mattern, and Klint Schor.
Grothaus Grimm’s solo show features the artist’s
unique multimedia artworks complete with
changing light conditions, noise effects, and visual
references to the history of still lifes, while
“Brilliant” provides a meditation on the manylayered references to light in contemporary art.
Grace Grothaus Grimm’s inventive lightboxes
almost refuse to be categorized. The artist herself
calls them paintings, but then their main medium
is not paint itself; alternatively they can’t be called
sculpture. A viewer might ﬁrst consider the work as
a painting within an ornate frame, only realizing
after a moment that the “surface” actually
contains a diorama, of sorts. This distinctly 3D
presence, coupled with a 2D viewing experience,
endows with the work with a mysterious quality
compounded in some works by moving parts,
RC Morrison, For Kelly
sound, and changing light patterns.
Grothaus Grimm has said “my work is an investigation of blending traditional image-making with new
technology.” Similarly, several of the pieces in “Sunlit” contain natural, plantlike specimens portrayed in
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BrettWeston, Underwater Nude

Amy Rockett Todd

electricity reliant environments, blending technology not
only with traditional imagery, but with the natural world.
“Brilliant: The Light Show” hinges on the realization that
all of our visual arts are indebted to light, be it in a natural
or manmade source, direct or indirect, sunlight or heat
lamp. Brett Weston, a magician of light, captured women’s
bodies, plants, and landscapes all relying on remarkable
shadows and light effects.
Andy Mattern’s photographs depict one light source so
constant most of us are unaware of its effect: a television
screen, caught at the moment it powers off. Amy Rockett-

Todd uses the antique method of pinhole photography to create
images both made from, and imbued with, natural light. RC
Morrison’s light sculptures (one an ode to the late Ellsworth
Kelly) create light of their own by mimicking color ﬁeld
paintings to a sculptural effect, and his daughter, JP Morrison,
paints a young boy’s world lit up in color, only by the ﬁeld of his
ﬂashlight.
Another father and daughter, John Seward and Melanie
Seward, display their light-oriented photographs, while digital
artist Derek Fitzpatrick creates a unique installation for the
gallery, and Klint Schor’s light installation constructs a sunset
the gallery’s window display.
Works by these artists as well as several others included in
“Brilliant: The Light Show” provide a meditation on the
meaning and myriad appearances of light, both in art and daily
life. February’s group show was conceived from the notion that
traditional photography, as a medium, inherently is light, and
therefore that the photographic depiction of light or lightsources is essentially a double entendre. Drawing from that,
sculptural works made using bulbs or other light sources
themselves rely on the same twin function of light as medium
and subject. To take the metaphor one step further, any work
which depicts the form of a light source also ﬁgures into the
idea of medium as subject; the idea of light in art is in fact a
cyclical relationship between source, subject and result.
JRB Art at The Elms is located at 2810 N. Walker in
Oklahoma City. The art studio is open Monday through
Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 1-5 p.m. on Sunday. For more
information, visit www.jrbartgallery.com or call 528-6336. n

Grace Grothaus Grimm
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SPORTS

ENERGY FC LOOKS FOR
RETURN TRIP TO PLAYOFFS
14 players back from
2015 roster as team heads
to Florida training camp
BY TIM FARLEY
Photos:
Steven Christy Photography

O

klahoma City Energy FC kicks of
its third season in late March as
the team and its coaching staff
anticipates a return trip to the

playoffs.
Fourteen players from the 2015 squad return this
season, a fact that will allow the team to focus on
winning games instead of learning to play together,
head coach Jimmie Nielsen said.
Returning for their third year in an Energy FC
uniform are Michael Thomas, Gareth Evans, Cyprian
Hedrick and former Norman North goalkeeper Ray
Clark. Also returning from last year’s squad are Danni
Konig, Sebastian Dalgaard, Casey Townsend, Peter
Toth, Michael Byskov, Chuy Sanchez, Daniel Gonzalez,
Michael Harris, Coady Andrews and Kalen Ryden.
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Missing from this year’s team,
however, is goalkeeper Evan Newton who
signed with Sacramento during the offseason. As a result, Energy FC brought
in Cody Laurendi, who played with
Austin last season and was on the LA
Galaxy II roster in 2014. Laurendi
ﬁnished last season with a 5-5-2 record,
tallied 49 saves in 13 matches and
recorded two shutouts.
Energy FC currently is in Bradenton,
Fla., where they’ll hold training camp
the next three weeks. While there, the
Oklahoma City team will play a series of
exhibition matches beginning with New
York City FC of Major League Soccer.
Energy FC will tackle HB Koge, a Danish
team, on Feb. 17 and wrap up the
exhibition schedule against USL
expansion team Orlando City Brevard on
Feb. 21.
Energy FC will return to Oklahoma City
Feb. 22, ﬁve days before its ﬁnal
preseason tuneup against FC Dallas.
Oklahoma City and Dallas, of the MLS,
entered an afﬁliation agreement in

January. Energy FC had been afﬁliated
with the Sporting KC the last two
seasons.
Another highlight during the offseason was the addition of a Premier
Development League team in Oklahoma
City. The U-23 squad will consist of
high-caliber college players who will
play their schedule during the summer.
Energy FC made the playoffs last year,
but ended the season on a downer,
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dropping a 2-1 semiﬁnal game to Los
Angeles Galaxy II. Prior to that, Energy
FC won a ﬁrst-round thriller over
Colorado Springs as the game advanced
to the penalty kick phase.
Energy FC kicks off its regular season
March 26 against Colorado Springs in a
7 p.m. matchup at Taft Stadium in
Oklahoma City. The Energy will play a
30-game schedule this season, an
increase of two matches from 2015. All
but one home game played in March,
April, May and June will start at 7 p.m.
The lone exception is the May 15
matchup against San Antonio, which
starts at 6 p.m.
All home games played during July
and August will have a 7:30 p.m. start
time. All home games in September will
start at 6 p.m.
Energy FC played its home games last
season at Taft Stadium, which
underwent major renovations a year
earlier. Taft Stadium traditionally has
been the site for high school football
games. Last season, Energy FC
averaged 4,635 fans, a signiﬁcant
increase over the 3,784 fans that
attended matches in 2014. n

2016 ENERGY FC SCHEDULE
Date

Time

Home Team Away Team

Date

Time

2/27

7:00 PM

7/12

7:30 PM

3/26

7:00 PM

7/16

7:30 PM

4/9

7:00 PM

7/23

7:30 PM

4/17

9:00 PM

7/30

7:30 PM

4/23

7:00 PM

8/2

7:30 PM

5/1

9:00 PM

8/6

7:30 PM

5/7

9:30 PM

8/13

7:30 PM

5/15

7:00 PM

8/20

7:30 PM

5/21

7:30 PM

8/24

8:00 PM

5/24

7:00 PM

8/27

7:30 PM

6/4

7:30 PM

8/31

7:00 PM

6/11

7:30 PM

9/4

4:00 PM

6/18

7:30 PM

9/11

6:00 PM

6/25

7:00 PM

9/18

6:00 PM

7/2

7:30 PM

9/24

6:00 PM

7/9

7:30 PM

Home Team Away Team

*home games at Taft stadium
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ENTERTAINMENT
13 Hours limps to finish;
Panda 3 moves toward biculturalism
BY JACOB OLLER

13 Hours :
The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi tells an exciting story in the most boring way possible, like
a patronizing picture book describing warfare. The cobbled collection of clichés follow the
true story of a mercenary brigade attempting to rescue a tiny American diplomatic
compound in Benghazi, Libya housing Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens. The ensuing
military incident lasted for 13 hours, although you’d think it was longer watching the movie.
Battered down alongside the paramilitary contractors, we limp to the ﬁnish, just hoping to
see our families again.
The ﬁlm almost parodies itself. Not that the subject matter is uninteresting or light, but
that each and every bad movie stereotype shambles in as lazily as possible. Meaningless
platitudes go back and forth; families are mentioned long enough for us to remember that if
anyone dies, they’re leaving at least one kid behind; and there’s one blonde woman there,
whose purpose in the ﬁlm seems to be purely chromosomal.
In the midst of bro-humor groaners, including multiple
animal humping jokes, LMFAO’s “Sexy and I Know It”, and the
mockery of a translator’s probabilistically impending death, we
meet the squad composed of John Krasinski, James Badge
Dale, Pablo Schreiber, David Denman, Dominic Fumusa, and
Max Martini. “Characters” may be too strong a word to throw
around considering they all share the same beard, build, and
personality. Individual performances drown in the chaos, lost
in the multi-jigger testosterone and beard hair cocktail, any
nuance or individuality obliterated in a queasicam shaker.
During a lull in the action, one of the Sweaty Beards notes
that the downtime is always the worst in a combat situation.
Adrenaline pumping, the mind wanders with nothing
pragmatic to focus on. 13 Hours fails to pump a microgram of
chemical excitement, allowing your mind to think poignantly
about the better, more interesting things you could be doing
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with your time - how brief a moment we have on Earth regardless of the witching hour gun battles writ large on the
silver screen in front of you.
BAY’S ACTION SHOTS FALL INTO TWO CATEGORIES: gruff men
shooting off-screen in waist-up mid-shots and the wide,
chaotic Polyphonic Spree gun-and-light show between
Americans and “the bad guys”. You can’t follow a bullet to a
target, which means you never feel threatened or excited.
People drop randomly, often indistinguishable from their
neighbor. Lacking tangible action causality, the ﬁlm ﬂexes the
ﬂawed empowerment of a poorly-designed video game. With
invincibility, even perceived invincibility, excitement cannot
exist. The combat feels like watching kids play make-believe in
the backyard with stick riﬂes, bobbing in and out of wooded
cover and quarrelling over who shot whom. Michael Bay fails

to rouse our imagination, so we
cannot follow his action.
Still stuck in the child’s mindset of
egocentrism, assuming everyone can
see what he sees, Bay dictates
explosions and gun battles whose
dramatic justiﬁcation resides only
within his mind. Unfortunately for
those subjected to 13 Hours, playing
with GI Joes is always more fun than
watching said player.

David Denman in 13 Hours: The Secret
Soldiers of Benghazi (2016)
Photo credit: Christian Black - © 2015
Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

Kung Fu Panda 3
An often exhilarating, kaleidoscopic manhua combining the traditions of overblown
martial arts and the simple, fantastic stories of folklore, Kung Fu Panda 3 pushes the
series forward towards its potential as a centerpiece of biculturalism.
A co-production between DreamWorks and Oriental DreamWorks, Kung Fu Panda 3 is the
ﬁrst major American animated ﬁlm co-produced with a Chinese company. Despite its
goofy veneer, the Kung Fu Panda series has long incorporated Chinese mythology into its
narratives - it’s no coincidence the main characters anthropomorphize a variety of
Chinese martial art disciplines (mantis, tiger, monkey, crane, snake, and - in lieu of
panda - dragon).
Directors Jennifer Yuh Nelson and Alessandro Carloni, along with executive producer
Guillermo del Toro, understand the rich (ha) potential of China, delivering the third
chapter as an extraordinarily accessible fable drenched in the
life-encompassing chi that inspired George Lucas’s Force.
Po (Jack Black) the panda, protects his valley home as the
legendary and prophesied Dragon Warrior until supernatural
trouble catalyzes another quest for personal growth. Two new
ﬁgures enter his life - his biological father, Li Shan (Bryan
Cranston) and the power-hungry spirit, Kai (J.K. Simmons) that thrust him out of comfort once again on a journey to stop
an unstoppable force by better understanding himself. A
simple enough plot underestimates its audience through
repetitive explanation while our brains progress through its

Campbellian story components like assessing the trajectory of
a baseball: an unconscious appraisal that allows us to focus
on other things, like running in the outﬁeld or cackling to oneliners with our kids. The jokes, often quite good, come from a
variety of talented actors: Seth Rogen and David Cross slay as
the snide Mantis and Crane, but the deadpan delivery from
venerable talents like Dustin Hoffman and James Hong
embrace the versatility of their talents.
The entrance of Po’s panda father means that the noodle
shop owning goose, Mr. Ping (Hong), who raised him faces
genuinely touching problems of jealousy and fear. While his
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alloparenting introduces the loving theme that parents can be
deﬁned many different ways, with Po eventually referring to
his “dads”, the lessons are not exclusively father-based.
Deeper themes of personal acceptance and cultural heritage
mesh with the modernity of multiculturalism. The dichotomy
of intentions vs. results when raising a child, as well as the
fathers’ eventual embrace of each other’s importance in Po’s

life provide the most moving moments of the ﬁlm.
HOWEVER, SOME OF THE PRODUCTION SEEMS LEFTOVER from
different cuts of the production. The hidden panda village to
which Po returns features a slew of names but few memories,
tlike the ﬁrst day on the job. Kate Hudson’s Mei Mei, an
aggressively ﬂirtatious ribbon dancer, feels like an ineffectual

AMERICAN HEAR
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toy whittled from the branch of a cut
sub-plot. If the ﬁlmmakers reigned
Black’s sometimes grating rifﬁng (he’s
played the same character since...his
cameo in X-Files? High Fidelity?), they’d
have time for the endless characters
they’d like to merchandize. This feeling

of competing priorities ﬂoods over to the
speciﬁcs of the plot, as well. Despite
deigning to the mystical, the climatic
embrace of chi becomes a mistuned
magical panda ex machina.
The real draw here, though, is the
animation. Visual spectacle

enthusiastically speeds along, driven by
excellent 3-D effects (including some
unique paneling shots done as well as
the unique Scott Pilgrim vs. the World)
and rapid editing diverse enough to
intone the ﬁlm’s various montages and
battles with a joyful beauty and softer
brushstrokes than the sharp, bombastic
cartoonishness found in Japaneseinspired anime. Fights, often narratively
ﬂat, demand attention with perspective
depth and gorgeous art style. A variety
of moves and the imaginative
environments in which these battles
occur provide a clumsy captivation in
the vein of Jackie Chan’s Drunken
Master series.
The divine spirit of fools run deep
within a ﬁlm too relatively light and
inconsequential to have too much
staying power, but as an artistically rich
Saturday morning puff piece, you could
do far worse. n
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TRAVEL
South African Safari Beckons Visitors
BY HEIDE BRANDES

I

was riding in the spotter seat of the safari
jeep, located on the hood of the vehicle,
giggling wildly and screaming with joy as
misty rain pummeled my face and our
safari guide Mitchell sped 40 miles an hour
down the rough dirt trails.
The eerie yellow fever trees at the Pongola Game Reserve in
South Africa seemed to glow in the gloaming of the day, and
somewhere in the fever tree forest was a leopard.
Giraffe grazed openly. This park has more than 50 giraffe
and 85 elephants, and one never gets tired of seeing them in
the wild. Little warthogs darted back and forth across the
road, and monkeys performed acrobatics along the limbs of
the African trees.

“I like it when you go fast,” I told Mitchell, and he obliged
me, laughing when I laughed. I couldn’t remember being this
happy in such a simple way.
Any trip to Africa is not complete without a safari, and in 23
days I visited the country of South Africa, I experienced three
safaris. South Africa is a surprising land, and when I traveled
with the Drifters tour operation, I honestly didn’t know what to
expect.
To many of us “Yankees,” Africa is still a dark and
mysterious continent. When I chose to visit South Africa for 23
days, I expected the dusty hot plains of the bush, but what I
discovered was a land rolling with steep mountains, lush
green jungles hidden between those mountains and a land
stained with violent and intrepid history.
But no trip is complete without the adventure of safari.

Heide sitting on the spotter
seat of the tour bus.

THE DARK CONTINENT
Earlier that same day, at barely 8 a.m., I was in a canoe on
the Pongola River watching a white rhino and her pup graze
while a black rhino munched branches in the distance.
Mammoth crocodiles lounged lazily along the shore,
surrounded by green humped mountains and the dark clouds
that ﬁlled the sky.
Behind us, the calls and grunts of a pod of hippos sounded

like angry farting cows, and along the shore, little wild
warthogs scattered with frantic delicate hoofs, their little tails
straight in the air like ﬂags.
The hippos made me nervous. A few days before, as we
hiked along the Sabie River outside of Kruger National Park,
we had an unfortunate run-in with a pod of hippos that had
taken up residence in a local pond. Dusk was falling, and
when the sun sets, the hippos venture out of the water to
graze.
Hippos also kill more people in Africa than any other animal
and can run 50 miles an hour when motivated. When I and my
German tour-mates stumbled upon this group of hippos, they
yawned their vast mouths open at us in warning.
When that didn’t do the trick, one charged.
This is Africa – a land that will kill you if you don’t respect
her enough.
Mitchell, our handsome young guide, led us to our canoe on
a bush walk, pointing out a lone giraffe, millipedes and the
markings of rhinos. As we passed the trees, he noticed the
rich buttery popcorn smell of leopard spray.
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The Pongola Reserve is located along
the Pongola River, a broad waterway
that meanders through the center for
the reserve before entering a massive
man-made lake. Safari cruises, canoe
adventures, birding and ﬁshing are all
popular here, and the area is home to
four of the Big Five, minus the lions.
Hippos and crocodiles are plentiful, and
more than 350 bird species call the
Pongola home.
This game reserve was our last safari
adventure before heading to the looming
and ancient Drakensburg Mountains
and the rich indigo of the Indian and
Atlantic Oceans along South Africa’s
shores.

BALULE GAME RESERVE
Just outside Kruger National Park are
hundreds of private reserves, and Balule
is one of them. I will always consider

Balule my favorite reserve for the simple
fact that it was my ﬁrst.
We arrived at dusk, and our
accommodations that night were large
canvas tents attached to standing
bathrooms. The path to the main lodge
was dark, and in that dark, lions were
lurking and moving through the African
bush.
Late at night, awake and tortured by
jet lag, I walked from my canvas tent to
the main lodge to ﬁnd coffee. I swung
my ﬂashlight back and forth, looking for
the gleam of eyes peering at me from
that inky black. Those eyes could belong
to the delicate and feminine impala or it
could be the ﬁerce hunting gaze of an
African lion.
Balule is a free-roam game reserve,
which means fences do not keep the
animals out. They are allowed to roam
wherever they wish, and on some
A baboon carries her baby on her back.
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mornings, we found fresh elephant dung
just outside our sleeping quarters. At
some point, elephants strolled inches
from where we slept.
In my jet-lagged fueled night
wandering at 4 a.m. to ﬁnd coffee in the
main lodge, I was keenly aware that I
could come face to face with a rhino, an
elephant, any number of antelope… or
a hungry lion.
“If you see eyes, don’t run,” Deanne,
the Balule lodge manager told our group
earlier that night. “Only prey runs.”
Luckily, I made it to the lodge without
any run-ins with the myriad of animals
that exist in South Africa. The sun began
to peak across the horizon at 4:30 a.m.,
and by 5 p.m., the sky turned rich
orange and blood red as the sunrise
bathed the land.
Down below Andy’s Camp, our tentedlodge camp situated high above the
Balule plains, a single sad watering
hole gleamed in the mufﬂed light. A
humped ﬁgure haunted the edges of the
water, but I couldn’t make out what it
was at ﬁrst.
“It’s a hyena,” said Deanne, our bush
camp manager, leaning over the
concrete wall to get a better look. “See,
you can tell by his shape.”
Deanne growled at me when I told her
hyenas are among my favorite animals.
She looked at me as if I had just
confessed that I liked snuggling with
cockroaches, but she had a different
experience about this animal that
scavenges the dead and snatches up
baby animals.
“Look over there. There’s a giraffe,”
she said, pointing to the trees far
beyond the watering hole. In the
shadows were the graceful long neck
and the careful pose of a male giraffe.

The Greater Kruger Park is home to the Big Five – lions,
elephants, rhinos, water buffalo and leopards.

In Balule, like many places in South Africa, the animals
were waiting for rain. The riverbed below our camp was
full of dry rocks and dust, a desert where water used to
ﬂow. During the day, the heat became unbearable, and
20-strong herds of elephant trod slowly to the tiny, manmade watering hole to drink up the gallons of water
needed to sustain them and to spray warm water over
their hot, grey skin.
“It hasn’t rained here since April 2014,” Leanne told me.
“If it doesn’t rain this year, the animals are going to die.”
That evening, we loaded up on questionable, but
intrepid jeeps to ﬁnd The Big Five. Deanne drove us
through a maze of dusty roads, stopping as we spotted
more herds of elephants, skittish zebra, thousands of the
lovely impala, giraffe and more.
The highlight, however, were the magniﬁcent rhinos.
Four of them – the larger white rhino – grazed undisturbed by our presence mere feet from where we parked.
At night, as the sun once again turned into bloody ﬁre
as it set behind the always-present mountains, our safari
ended with a night drive under the vast Africa stars.

Below, hippos spend much of the day in the river
and emerge to graze at night.

Kruger National Park is the
crown jewel of animal
sightings, including rhinos,
giraffes and zebras.

Right, Tour guide Mitchell explains how a tortoise died.

KRUGER NATIONAL PARK
Any trip to South Africa is not complete without a visit to
Kruger National Park, the crown jewel of animal sightings.
Kruger National Park is one of the foremost wildlife
sanctuaries in the world. At an impressive 18,989 square
kilometers, the park is the largest in South Africa, and is
home to multiple private reserves in the area, a varied
ecosystem and a wider selection of mammal species than
anywhere else in Africa.
Situated in the bushveld of the Limpopo and Mpumalanga
provinces, the Greater Kruger Park is home to the Big Five –
lions, elephants, rhinos, water buffalo and leopards.
Being on vacation in a land where you could very likely be
killed by the wildlife is a sobering experience.
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Heide dances with the locals.

While in Africa, I was chased by a hippo, nearly blown off a
mountain, navigated the dark in lion territory and came face
to face with a great white shark. Yes, Africa is wild, and yes,
Africa will kill you if you don’t respect and fear her.
On our game drives, we had close encounters with countless
elephant herds and graceful giraffe. We were only yards away
white rhinos, which ignored us with the conﬁdence of an
animal that knows it can crush you.
While on safari in Kruger, our encounters were not as
intimate, but were often. Elephants blocked the road and
toured along the banks of the Sabi River. Giraffes lumbered
alongside our safari vehicle while lions slept lazily down
empty riverbeds.
Kruger National Park has been a haven for wildlife since
1898 and tourists have visited the park since 1927. Because
it’s the largest safari destination in South Africa, Kruger has a
convenient and extensive road network for safari tours and
plentiful accommodation options.
A traditional safari game drive is usually done in a fourwheel drive vehicle or open-air truck with a professional guide

who can point out the sometimes elusive creatures that call
Kruger home.
Game viewing opportunities are the best in the early
morning or late afternoon when temperatures are cooler and
animals are more active, and while you can rent a vehicle and
drive around the park, it’s easier to hire a professional guide
who knows how to spot the animals.
Although South Africa’s game reserves are usually packed
with herds of budget-minded tourists, the sin seems
excusable. Until you’re face to face with the beleaguered and
often-poached rhino or witness the elegance of wild giraffe
with groups of prancing impala between their long legs, it’s
difﬁcult to describe the awe of being in one of the world’s last
wild places.
Even the most cynical tourist must gasp when a family of
30 elephants rumble across your path. Even the bravest
traveler will tremble at the ferocious gaze of a lion or the
colossal charge of a hippo.
This is South Africa. A safari is waiting for you. n
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KATHRYN BROOKE ABERNATHY

TAYLOR NICOLE ALEXANDER

ELLIE SUZANNE BAZE

ELIZABETH CATELIN BEALL

sweethearts 2016

MAGGIE GRACE BERRY

BRIANNA ELIZABETH BERT

LANGLEY BENNETT BRANAN

CHLOE BEA BROWN

ALLISON GRACE CAIN

NATALIE MARGARET CHANSOLME

CLAIRE ALEXANDER CHESHER

ABIGAIL NICOLE CHEW
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Sweethearts 2016

ELYCE SALLY MARIE CLARK

EMILY TAYLOR COLE

CLAIRE ANSLEY CORLEY

JILLIAN LOUISE CROTTDS

ELLEN THOMPSON DEGUISTI

MARY KATHERINE HEAVEN DOWNS

JORDAN LEE FULKERSON

ASHLEY CATHERINE GAWEY

MADELINE LANE GEE

RYLIE MARIE GIBBS

LILLY ANN HANSING

LAUREN ELIZABETH HARVEY
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SUSANA ELISE HOWEL

NATALIE ELIZABETH HUGOS

CHLOE SARAH HUME

ALLISON BROOKE HUXLEY

CLAIRE VIRGINIA JACKSON

KRISTEN KAY JANTZ

HANNAH ELIZABETH JORDAN

CAMERSON ELIZABETH JORDANOV

AVERY BLAISE JUSTICE

HALEY ROSE KARCHMER

CHANDLER LYNN KELLER

MACKENZIE TATE KELLEY
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CHRISTIAN BAILEY KERBY

JILLIAN PARK KIM

LYVIA LEE LAUDERDALE

RAYLEE D'ANN LEWIS

HALLIE HARWOOD LOCKE

SOPHIA LOUISE MACCASLAND

CASSIDY DARLENE MASK

KATHRYN JO ANN MCCONNELL

ANNA MARIE MEDLEY

CARLY JACQUELINE MARIA MELTON

LAUREN PASCALE MONDALEK

sweethearts 2016
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Sweethearts 2016

CAROLINE NOEL MOOCK

MARGARET ROSA NAIFEH

ASHTON RILEY NIEMANN

AVA GALE PRENTICE

LAILA RAHMANZADEH

ASHLEY ELAINE RAUPE

ASHTON RAWLINS

ANNIE KATHRYN REMONDINO

CHLOE ALYSSA RICHARDS

ANNA LEIGH SHAFFER

CAROLINE MERSON SILVER
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EMMA NICOLE STENSETH

SAVANNAH MARIE TAYLOR

TAYLOR TALIAFERRO

sweethearts 2016

GRACER MARIE THIONNET

SUMMER ANNE THOMPSON

OLIVIA GRACE UTZ

SYDNEY SHANNON WILGUESS

TARA NICOLE THOMPSON

TARYN LANE TIBBS
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THEATRE

An Evening with
Bernadette Peters
to benefit local organization

Scene from August Osage County

CITYREP BRINGS QUALITY THEATRE
PRODUCTIONS TO OKC
Don Jordan, artistic director

• Has spent four decades performing in 48 states,
Canada and Israel.
• Leading roles with the national, international
and California companies of the Broadway hit
42nd Street.
• Distiguished and multifaceted career in
professional theater: Director, Artistic Director,
Stage Manager, Production Manager, Technical
Director, Scene and Properties Designer, Actor.

O

klahoma City is fortunate to have an
organization that was founded in 2002 by
several former Oklahoma City University
students and whose mission has been to
serve all Oklahomans annually with a variety of
professional theatre productions.
Better known as “City Rep” and under the leadership of
founding Artistic Director Donald Jordan, this Equity Professional
Theatre has been recognized nationally for its artistic excellence
and community service by the American Theatre Wing and Actors
Equity Association.
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Scene from The Grapes of Wrath

In Oklahoma, The Oklahoma State Arts Council,
Governor Mary Fallin and Mayor Mick Cornett all have
endorsed this equity Small Professional Theatre and its
cutting edge shows.
CityRep seasons run from late September to late June
each year and include a diverse group of shows classics and recent award-winners. Auditions are held
for each production.
CityRep productions are typically held in the Civic
Center Music Hall’s CitySpace Theatre or Freede Little
Theatre. CitySpace is a small black-box with seating for
only 100 patrons while the Freede Little Theatre is
larger, a proscenium style facility that seats just under
300.
“The theatrical scene in the Metro has been a labor of
love for all involved,” said Jordan. “We have a lot to be
proud of here in Oklahoma. At City Rep we collaborate
with all the colleges and universities.”
Over the years several of the most successful award
winning productions have been August Osage County,
Forum and the 75th anniversary of The Grapes of
Wrath.
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CITYREP ALSO BRINGS TO OKLAHOMA CITY
high-profile events like An Evening with Bernadette
Peters, which is scheduled 8 p.m. March 3 at the Visual
and Performing Arts Center Theater on the campus of
Oklahoma City Community College, 7777 S. May
Avenue.
The one-night spectacular presents Peters, Broadway’s
biggest star in an evening of songs from the Broadway
shows she’s received accolades for, as well as from all
her Grammy Award winning and nominated albums
including American popular standards, Rodgers &
Hammerstein, Stephen Sondheim, and much more.
This event will benefit CityRep Theatre, Oklahoma’s
award-winning professional theatre.
Throughout her illustrious career, the Tony Awardwinning actress has dazzled audiences and critics with
her performances on stage and television, in concert,
and on recordings.
Ms. Peters recently starred on Broadway in the
critically acclaimed production of FOLLIES, after a
highly successful run at the Kennedy Center. Prior to

Players from Forum

that, she starred in the Tony Awardwinning masterpiece, A LITTLE NIGHT
MUSIC opposite Elaine Stritch.
This year, Peters received her third Tony
award, The Isabelle Stevenson Award
which acknowledges an individual from
the theatre community who has made a
substantial contribution of volunteered
time and effort on behalf of one or more
humanitarian, social service or charitable
organizations, regardless of whether such
organizations relate to the theatre.
Peters, along with good friend Mary
Tyler Moore co-founded Broadway Barks!,
an organization that promotes the adoption
of shelter animals. Broadway Barks! has
evolved into an event that not only focuses
on the plight of homeless animals but had
opened the door of communication and
fostered a spirit of community among the
numerous shelters and rescue groups
working throughout New York. Their
annual star-studded animal adoption event
takes place in New York City’s famed
Shubert Alley.
Tickets may be purchased by calling the
Oklahoma City Community College Box
Office at (405) 682-7579 or tickets may be
purchased online at www.cityrep.com. n

GET IT HOW YOU WANT IT

available in print,
digital tablet or
mobile phone.
Free download
on demand.
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COMMUNITY

Kilkennie’s bar in Tulsa.
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Oklahoma’s
Irish American Culture
BY MINDY RAGAN WOOD

T

he Irish are well known for many symbols of
their culture. From pubs and green shamrock,
to music and River Dance, members of the
Irish American Club of Tulsa say there’s much
more to their heritage. Ion Oklahoma takes a look
beyond the brewery to a proud, deep history that hails
from Ireland to the Heartland.
The Irish American Club started with a few Irish Oklahomans
singing songs at a restaurant and pub on St. Patrick’s Day. Founder
of IACT, Tom Hinchey, remembered, “The only St Patrick Day
celebration was in a small pub on 15th Street that was only opened
on St. Patrick’s Day. It used to be an alley till they put a roof over the
alley and set up a ﬂoor for dancing. We said, ‘You know what, we
need an Irish club.’ We had our ﬁrst meeting in October 1977.”
Hinchey soon started Ceilis, which means a gathering of people, at
different venues around town. It was a free venue for Irish
Oklahomans to enjoy music, dancing, singing and family-friendly
fun. The Ceili was a ﬁtting start to the club’s inception as the fabric
of the Irish culture is threaded by the connectedness of their people.
Ceilis are common among members and not exclusive, making
them less disconnected from their communities. Dalton Williams, an
Irish musician and singer, regularly attends a friend’s Ceilis. “He
built a stage in his backyard and he calls it the neighborhood Ceili.
Anyone who wants to come is welcome.”
It’s an old tradition. Hinchey said he remembered stories from his
mother about the Ceilis when she was a child in New York and the
Ceilis his Irish born grandparents held in their New York apartment.
“They’d push the furniture against the wall. They’d be dancing in the
living room and the men would be drinking in the kitchen,” he laughed.
Ceili dancing is similar to square dancing, not to be confused with
Irish Step or River Dance, although there is plenty of that too. Irish
music tells a story, a poem set to music and often dedicated to a
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George Kennedy, Mike Loughran, Anne Loughran, Maureen Egan, Anne Hinchey,
(back row) Patrick Egan, Tom Hinchey.

historic event, as are dances. Because so much history is in song,
music is part of their oral tradition, preserving a nation’s tragedies
and triumphs for generations.
Williams, who performs with several Irish bands, said he and
his friends search for the oldest unknown Irish poems and set
them to music.
“Without us playing it, it’s dead; it doesn’t exist. We get to feel
like we’re playing our own part in history and keeping the music
around. I still sing songs I don’t understand until someone
stands up and says, ‘I’m going to tell you a fun history lesson
about the song’s characters.’”
True to the sense of connectedness in their culture, singing with
performers is expected. The Irish are famous for their beer, but
perhaps the true love of the pub is the “Irish drinking songs” that unite
the room. The swell of laughter and song bring strangers together as
though they were friends.
Williams referred to this warm phenomenon. “There’s something about singing
a song I’ve sung a hundred times, everyone is singing along and we’re engaged in this
event together. It’s so enjoyable.”
As to St. Patrick’s Day, there is a lot of beer and singing in cities across the nation and in Ireland.
However, 92-year-old Irish immigrant Maureen Egan remembers the holiday differently back home.
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Top to bottom:
The bar back at Kilkenny’s.
Interior of Kilkenny’s bar.
The cute guy in blue is Dalton Williams.

“School would be out and the boys would pick bunches of
shamrock and sell them a bunch for a penny. There was a
parade. We’d go to Mass,” she said. “We lived close to a
mountain and I remember we had a picnic by the mountain.”
Celebrating their heritage also means they never forget a
history soaked in the blood of their ancestors. The hardships
of poverty and persecution are not so far removed by time.
Anne Loughran spoke of her father’s struggle to survive in
Ireland before immigrating to America where he later thrived
as an entrepreneur until the 1929 stock market crash.
Religious persecution of Irish Catholics lingered in Englishcontrolled Ireland in spite of legislative reform intended to
stop it. “He would walk miles and miles looking for a job,”
said Anne Loughran. “If you mentioned your (Catholic)

schooling, you were branded right then.
That’s why he came to America.”
The Irish have suffered starvation,
slavery, war, and revolution since the
Viking and Norman conquests. Maybe
that’s why they are so strong. According
to the U.S. Census Bureau, there are 34
million Irish Americans. Sixty-nine
percent of Irish Americans are
homeowners, higher than any other

ethnic group; over a third completed higher education and
their median income at $59k is higher than the national
average at $51k. From 1863-1994 America has bestowed the
Medal of Honor to 253 Irish-born men, more than the number
of awardees from any other nation.
The IACT will celebrate the past and present with a good
time. March 5 is their annual St Patrick Dinner Show, an
evening of Irish cuisine, music and dancing. The public is
welcome to attend, but space is limited. Anyone interested
may contact Tom Hinchey at 918-455-3586 or email
irishclubok@msn.com For live bands and events on St.
Patrick’s day, March 17, check online calendars for McNellie’s
(OKC and Tulsa) and Kilkenny’s. n
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